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SKU Designation French Law MSRP

A61762
Ultimate Evo CNC hop-up

unit 
Vente libre 133.00 € incl. tax

Made in Denmark, for Scoprion EVO3 only
ctionSportGames are proud to present the Ultimate EVO CNC Performance Hop Up. A unique design
created to enhance the performance of all models within the EVO family.
Constructed from a single piece of aerospace grade aluminium this revolutionary new hop up offers a range
and accuracy increase of up to 20 per cent!  Suitable for all BB weights and fully compatible with
aftermarket hop up rubbers the this CNC’d unit features a fully customisable stepless hop up adjustment with
laser engraved increments allowing you to easily record the most effective setting for your EVO.
Easy to install in minutes, this essential upgrade allows you to perfectly tailor the hop setting to your
individual EVO and will even improve ‘flat hop’ and ‘r hop’ installations.
Like all of our EVO components the Ultimate EVO CNC Performance Hop Up is designed, developed and
manufactured in Denmark to the highest standards, resulting in a high quality finish and a  flawless shooting
experience with a longer range and tighter grouping  for the airsoft skirmisher or target shooting enthusiast
 
Features:

New Generation of hop up design and performance “EVOlution”. Designed and Made in Denmark.
Fully compatible with all hop-up rubbers and BB weights in the market.
Hop up Chamber CNC machined out of a single piece of aerospace aluminum.
Up to 20% range and precision increasement.
Fully customizable hop up engagement point.
Compatible with both AEG and HPA.
Stepless hop up adjustment.
Easy detection of hop up position with laser engraved hop up adjustment wheel.
Virtually unlimited fine adjustment possibilities for ultimate adaptability and precision performance.
Easy installation, can be assembled and installed in minutes – Contains only 1 screw.
Engineered to improve the performance of flathop and R-hop solutions straight out of the box
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Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


